Lanzo Premium Rack
The Top Class Rack System
Our Premium Racks answer the highest claims! The plastic we use is a very good insulating, highly
solid and robust PVC panel. We use only extra strong panel material for optimum heat insulation and
stability! Heating of these racks is realized by energy efficient panel heating – so-called heat tapes.
The full-plastic construction guarantees absolute humidity resistance – no upwelling, no mould, no rot!
We recommend our Microclimate Thermostats for temperature control!
Lanzo Premium Rack type „CB7081“
We present our new rearing rack CB7081 providing new options for you: Every layer offers room for
five boxes. And you choose how many layers your rack will have. A maximum of five layers is
available. As individual box we offer the Clearbox 7081, size 33 x 19 x11 cm made by Rotho. Every
layer is already equipped with a heat tape which is included in the price!
Width: ca. 98 cm Depth: ca. 35 cm Height: ca. 13 cm (add 12 cm height for every additional layer)
Lanzo Premium Rack type „CB4047“
This rack was created at suggestion of several ball python breeders, who were looking for an
intermediate size. We spent some time for an in-depth search for a particularly suitable container size
and ended up with the Clearbox 4047 made by Rotho. This box has the size 70 x 40 x 15.5 cm and is
ideally suited for rearing snakes. It’s original condition is without ventilation holes so they have to be
added by yourself. For heating purposes we developed a completely new heat tape, the HT 15/79,
which heats up two side by side containers. One rack module provides room for six boxes. Up to three
modules can be stacked.
Size of module: ca. 82 x 71 x 56 cm.

Lanzo Premium Rack type Arbo Rack II
Our new Arbo Rack II is part of the Premium Rack family and serves to accomodate tree-dwelling
snakes which grow too big to keep them in the rearing system Arbo Rack I further on. Every module
provides room for four containers. The heat tapes are mounted at the back for an optimum heating.

Size of module: ca. 78 x 56 x 70 cm / 4 compartments each 37 x 54 x 31 cm
Lanzo Premium Rack type „IK-KO“
We developed our rack type "IK-KO" according to multiple customer’s request to fit the IKEA
Komplement Box 100x58cm. This reasonably priced and very large box measuring 92x55x18cm is
available in every IKEA department store. We use a 13 mm (!) thick PVC panel as material, because
the size of the rack makes such a strong panel inevitable!
You can choose how many compartments/layers your rack will have, up to five layers are possible,
two racks can be stacked on each other. Heating is already included in the price. Like all other racks
we furnish this Premium Rack with high-quality heattapes that guarantee a consistent
warming.
Our racks provide the perfect accomodation for your reptiles! Closed rack systems like our
Premium series generate a steady temperature gradient because they prevent the loss of heat.
Ordinary rack stands lose the generated heat before it can spread within the container. This
leads to higher use of energy or insufficient temperatures. In addition your snakes get a high
feeling of security only in closed racks which is particularly important for example for ball
pythons.
We urgently recommend a sustainable base for your racks. We offer it measuring 97 x 59 x 10 cm.

Exterior size of rack module: 97 x 59 x 21 cm. Add 19.5 cm for every additional layer.

